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Background
● Born in Coventry, England in 1943
● Family involved in bicycle industry 

at Triumph Cycles
○ Father aircraft designer
○ Sculpting and sailing hobbies

● Began racing bikes at an early age
● Developed interest in recumbent 

bicycles
● Started constructing custom 

recumbent bicycles as a hobby in 
1980

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mike Burrows was born in 1953 in Coventry, England. He grew up in a family that was involved in the bicycle industry, with both his father and grandfather having worked for the Triumph bicycle company.Burrows developed an early interest in bicycles and began racing competitively as a teenager. He initially raced in traditional upright bicycles but became interested in recumbent bicycles in the 1970s, after seeing a photograph of one in a magazine.Burrows began designing and building his own recumbent bicycles in the 1980s, initially as a hobby, but eventually, he turned it into a full-time career. He founded his own company, Lotus Engineering, which designed and built high-performance recumbent bicycles, including the Lotus 108, which was ridden by Chris Boardman to Olympic gold in 1992.Burrows' innovative designs and unconventional approach to bicycle design have made him one of the most influential and respected figures in the industry. He continues to design and build bicycles today, and his work continues to push the boundaries of what is possible in bicycle design.



Early Bikes
● Used “soft  design”

○ No computer aided design
○ Trial and error/user 

experience 
● Pioneered recumbent 

bicycles - Windcheetah 
(late 1970s)

● Experimented with 
carbon fiber, fiberglass, 
t itanium

● Early 1980s - began 
partnering with Lotus 
and Giant  bicycles

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“he talked a lot about soft design; about not […] fighting the problem but just existing with the problem and letting it work itself out.”In the late 1970s, he began building custom bicycles using lightweight materials such as titanium and carbon fiber, which were relatively new to the cycling world at the time.One of Burrows' early breakthroughs was his development of the Windcheetah, a low-slung, three-wheeled recumbent bicycle that offered improved aerodynamics and stability over traditional upright bicycles. The Windcheetah was first introduced in the early 1980s and quickly gained a following among cycling enthusiasts and racers.



Giant TCR
● “Total Compact  Road”
● Developed in 1990
● Pioneered the use of oval 

tubing for added strength
● Refined bike geometries to 

make them more universal in 
size

● Adapted designs from both 
mountain and road bikes

● Released the Giant  TCR in 
1997 to acclaim

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mike Burrows worked as a consultant for Giant Bicycles in the late 1990s, where he was involved in the design of the Giant TCR road bike. The TCR, which stands for "Total Compact Road," was designed to be a high-performance racing bike that offered improved stiffness and responsiveness over traditional road bikes.Burrows' contribution to the TCR design was the use of oversized, oval-shaped tubing, which he believed would offer improved stiffness and aerodynamics. He also worked on refining the geometry of the frame to improve handling and stability at high speeds.The TCR was introduced in 1997 and quickly gained a following among professional and amateur cyclists. The bike was ridden to victory in a number of high-profile races, including the Tour de France, and helped to establish Giant as a leading manufacturer of high-performance road bikes.Today, the Giant TCR remains one of the most popular and successful road bike designs of all time, and it continues to be updated and refined with new technologies and materials. Mike Burrows' contribution to the design of the TCR helped to establish his reputation as a leading bicycle designer and innovator.



Giant MCR
● “Mult i Condit ion Road”
● Introduced in 1999
● Multi-purpose bike
● Compliant  suspension system

○ Design st ill used in modern 
bikes

○ Integrated into “rear t riangle”

● Hydroformed Al frame
● Used in road racing, touring, 

gravel, commuting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mike Burrows was also involved in the design of the Giant MCR (Multi-Conditional Road) bicycle, which was introduced in 1999. The MCR was designed as a versatile road bike that could be used for a variety of purposes, including road racing, touring, and commuting.The MCR featured an innovative suspension system that Burrows developed, which allowed the bike to absorb shocks and vibrations from the road without sacrificing performance or efficiency. The suspension was integrated into the rear triangle of the frame and was adjustable, allowing riders to fine-tune the amount of cushioning to their liking.The MCR also featured an oversized, hydroformed aluminum frame, which was designed to be stiff and responsive, while also offering improved aerodynamics. The bike was equipped with a range of high-quality components, including a Shimano Dura-Ace drivetrain, Mavic Ksyrium wheels, and a Fizik saddle.While the MCR was not as commercially successful as the TCR, it was widely praised for its versatility and innovative design. The bike received positive reviews from cycling magazines and was used by a number of professional cyclists in a variety of racing and touring events.Mike Burrows' work on the MCR helped to further establish his reputation as an innovative and influential bicycle designer. The suspension system he developed for the MCR has since been used in a number of other bicycle designs and has become a standard feature in many high-end road bikes.



Lotus 108
● Designs by Burrows for the 

1992 Barcelona Olympics
● One of the most  successful 

racing bike of all t ime
● Inspired by streamlining and 

aerospace design
● Carbon fiber construct ion
● Won award for most  

innovative bike of the year

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mike Burrows is perhaps best known for his design of the Lotus 108 bicycle, which was developed for the British cycling team ahead of the 1992 Olympic Games in Barcelona. The Lotus 108 was designed as a time trial bike and was intended to give British cyclist Chris Boardman a competitive advantage over his rivals.The Lotus 108 featured an unconventional design that was inspired by the shape of an airplane wing. The frame was made from carbon fiber and was designed to be as aerodynamic as possible, with a low-slung riding position that minimized wind resistance. The bike was also fitted with a disc wheel on the rear and a spoked wheel on the front, which further improved aerodynamics.The Lotus 108 was an immediate success, helping Chris Boardman to win the individual pursuit at the 1992 Olympic Games and set a new world record in the process. The bike also won a number of other races and set several world records, cementing its reputation as one of the most successful and innovative bicycle designs of all time.Mike Burrows' work on the Lotus 108 helped to establish him as a leading bicycle designer and innovator, and it demonstrated the benefits of using unconventional designs and materials in bicycle construction. The Lotus 108 remains a landmark achievement in the history of cycling and a testament to Burrows' creativity and ingenuity.



Other Notable Designs



Recent Designs
● Folding city bike
● Ratracer recumbent bicycle
● Velocite Syn aero road bike

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
City bike - suspension in handlebarsSoup dragon - aluminum, swinging suspsntion (front wheel can move independently from rest of bike)Mike Burrows' most recent work includes designing the Velocite Syn aero road bike, which features a unique "Stressflex" carbon fiber layup that is intended to provide a more comfortable ride while also improving aerodynamics. 



Sources
https://www.designweek.co.uk/issues/7-11-november-2022/mike-burrows-
greatest-bicycle-designer/

https://www.cyclingtips.com/2022/08/mike-burrows-was-much-more-than-just-a-
legendary-bicycle-designer/#_pay-wall

https://www.cyclist.co.uk/in-depth/mike-burrows-bike-designer-profile
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